Hello,

As discussed, attached please find an email which includes all the ICE Social Media Operational Use Templates (SMOUTs), as well as DHS Directive and Instructions on operational use of social media.

The SMOUTs were used by DHS Privacy to find out the operational purposes for which ICE needs to access social media, and to determine whether those uses are authorized under DHS policies. Most relevant to ERO’s operational use of social media is the ‘Criminal and Admin Immigration LE’ SMOUT. I’ve identified below portions of this SMOUT that may help CIU in framing a document explaining ERO’s intended use of SILO to surveille publicly-available social media sites.

---

From: l(b)(6); (b)(7)(C)
Sent: 22 Jul 2019 20:38:38 +0000
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: ICE SMOUTs
Attachments: Social Media Documents, Authentic8 Security Overview.pdf
Please let me know if you have any questions about the above. Thank you!
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